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SILVER CITY, N. M., WEDNESDAY,

JUNE 19, 1895.
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went to Spain on a blind search for the
About the middle of May, Reavis pre
evidence which would disprove the va- sented his permit to examine the archi
The Great Peralta Grant Was Based lidity of the documents on which the ves. The chief clerk gave him a place
Peralta claim rested. It was true that at the desk of Don Jose Quintano, and
on Forgeries.
the Spanish government had once re- told the latter to lie of any assistance he
ported to our state department that it could, at the same time privately direct
I'eoplo of Sllvor City Nel Have No Fear would find no trace of
any Peralta grant. ing him to, watch Reavis carefully. In
That KcavlM Will Own the Town.
This was negative testimony. Some- a few days Reavis left, saying ho bad to
thing more positive was necessary to go to Madrid on important business.
From Spdin comes one of the most offset the imposing array of a perfect Upon the reappearance of the American,
sensational stories liearing on the famous cifse which the counsel for the Peralta-Reavis- Quintano told him it was useless to con
were presenting with great con- tinue the search. He said the books
Peralta claim. It is a story of which,
carried had been carefully examined, and there
Mr. Mallet-Prevo- st
with all of their investigation and re- fidence.
search in the matter, the officers of with him letters to prominent Spanish was nothing in them pertaining to the
this government knew nothing until a officials. Through these ho formed at grant. Reavis replied that he wanted
few months ago. Spanish authorities Madrid the acquaintance of a gentleman to assure himself in his own eyes, addhave strange ideas of international reci- of Sevilla. He told this gentleman of ing: "I have much time and much
procity. They remember well enough his mission and of his purpose to visit monev." The search went on. Quin
that a dozen years ago the United States. Sevilla shortly in order to make search tano observed that Reavis paid more at
asked that an examination be made of of the archives. The Spaniard at once tention to signatures and seals and prints
the archives for evidence about the Per- proffered his good services. Shortly than he did to subject matter. He so
received a let- informed the chief of the office.
alta grant. A claim to over 12,000,000 after, Mr. Mallet-PrevoOn the 17th of July Quintano did not
acres, including the best part of Arizona, ter from his acquaintance at Sevilla tell
had been made. The claimant offered ing him that he had talked with some of go to the office because of sickness.
in evidence what purported to be copies the officials and had learned of an at After ollicc hours Reavis came to Quin-tano- 's
house, said he was going to Madof the official documents from three tempt some years before to insert in the
Spanish kings making such a grant. archives evidence of the Peralta grant. rid again, and asked him to go, on with
Spain politely complied with the request, This was a clew of which Mr. Mallet- - the search. Quintano said it was of no
were
overhauled the archives pertaining to Prevost had never dreamed. It took use: that he and his fellow-clerk- s
the period, and reported that there was him several weeks to draw out the whole certain nothing could be found. Then
no reference whatever to any such action story, so closely were the records of the Reavis said very confidently that be had
by that country.
courts and the affairs of the offices kept a certainly the document he wanted was
Two or three years later an American by Spanish custom from the public.
in the archives. Quintano asked where
In 188(i, told in the court transcript it was, if he felt so certain. Reavis represented himself to the autliorites in
charge of these archives. He obtained finally furnished by the Spanish govern plied that ".it was in case No. 77, thirl
permission to examine them. While so ment, James Addison Reavis applied for drawer and book No. SI." Q lintano
doing he was caught in two attempts to permission to examine the archives of remarked that this was impossible, as
insert in these archives manufactured the Indias. He. first appeared in the be and others had examined that book a
documents which would sustain the Per- guise of a tourist taking photographs of few days Itefore, and had found nothing.
The next day Quintano looked in the
alta claim in the United States. The the building. Two ladies accompanied
whole matter was made the subject of him. One of them was the present Mrs book Reavis bad indicated, and there he
claiming to be the direct found a document which be had never
thorough but secret investigation by the Peralta-ReaviSpanish authorities. But while thi'y heir to the Barony of Arizona. A plioto sien and which appeared suspicious.
and tliey conwere making up their minds as to the graph of the baroness was shown to sev He told lus lei
enormity of the offense, the perpetrator eral of tl.e clerks of the archives by Mr. firmed bis suspicions. The discovery
t,
and they at once rememwas reported to the chief clerk, who
fled. When the ollicers went in search
of bini he bad passed out of the country. bered her as being with Reavis. While cautioned bis subordinates to keep it
Not a word of this did the Spanish off- obtaining permission to look over cer- sfcret and to await the return of Reavis.
icials allow to become public. Not an tain books of records in theolfice, Reavis No one was to say a word to Reavis
intimation of it was conveyed to the said that be was the representative of about the document found. In order
United States in any way. For nearly Dona Sofia Mazo Peralta de la 'Cordnlm. that the future action of the American
ten yef.rs this matter, which so vitally lie said nothing, however, about being might be more closely observed, the
concerned a territory of the United her husband. Mr. Reavis did not im- chief clerk directed that when he reSlates, remained unknown outside of mediately obtain the order, but visited sumed Ids search he should lie placed in
Spanish official circles, and it was the building several times, ami acted in front of the entrance to the galleries of
through little herp of Spain that the such a manner as to excite the curiosity the archives. Three clerks were comstory, backed by elaborate records, final of several ollicials. He approached one missioned to watch every movement he
of them, told him ho was interested in made.
It was also arranged that no
ly reached this government. .
concessions
of
of
book
be shown him until it had
should
t,
seeking
for
evidence
the
Last year Mr.
Ih'Cii
for
in
secretly; the documents
to
examined
offered
pay
him
help
lands
and
assisting
United
the
counsel
spcvial
' States attorney, Mr. Mat (í. Reynolds, the work.
in it numbered, the leaves counted, and
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"If its grammatical eccentricities and years and 5 months, the second at 30
a record made, so that it might be comfinbarbarism of composition," they re- years, the third at 70 years and the
pared with the book after Ilea vis
ported of one of the papers, "were not fourth at 100 years. He had portraits of
ished it.
On the 11th of August Reavis came enough to prove its fraudulent character, the Baron's father and muther and
back. The plan of the chief clerk was this is made evident upon examining grandfather. Then he illustrated the
the color of the ink, which is precisely descent by means of the portraits of the
carried out completely. Ileavis was
the same gray of the map which pre- second and third barons and baronesses,
for
called
books
as
he
the
wih
g
is of the bracing up the line with pictures of
them one at a time. This continued cedes, and the
and
and mothers-in-laduring the 12th, 13th, and 14th of Au- same character as that which appears on ers-in-law
add
were
pictures
The
relatives.
other
map."
the
back
gust. On the 16th Ileavis came
Many internal evidences of the liogus ed to the evidence, and they are today
and called for the last book he had had
on the 14th. It was a book labled "Au- character of the documents were pointed part of the amazing record of the case in
diencia of Mexico." It related to "ex- out. The rewtilt of it all was the asne- the Private Land Claim court.
Who was the original baron? That
pedientes and testimonios upon sales ante of the follow ing order September
was one of the things the representative
and compositions of land." On the 17th 23, 1886:
"There is reason to believe Mr. James of the government went to Spain to find
day lie made a similar request, and
again on the 18th. lint a few minutes Addison Reavis is the author of the for- out. lie came back wise in some res
before the close of the olfice tfiat day he gery of the documents and oí the at- pects. But he added to nis siock oi
turned and handed to Senor Juarez, a tempt to introduce the same into the knowledge as to what the baron was not
clerk sitting at the same table, a docu- Archive of Indias; let an order be given rather than as to what he was. Reavis,
ment. Juarez had noticed Ileavis a to the police agents for the search of mid to show why it was natural the Spanish
short time before going backward over Addison, so that there be done what kings should have given to the original
liaron such a principality in the new
the book and stopping in an extraordi- may lie proper against him."
nary manner, lint the book had been
The search was made, and the chief world, claimed for him membership in
laid to one side and some distance to inspector of public order reported that the Order of Montisa. Mr. Mallet
obtained from the chief key bearer
the left of Reavis, who was examining Reavis had "left the capital, going in
of the order a certified list of the mempapers in front of him, when lie sud- the direction of the United States."
denly extended this document with his
The forged documents which figure in bers received during the forty years
right hand and asked for a certified copy. this story from Spain include the grant within which there was any possibility
Juarez said it wasn t customary to give from the King of Spain to the original that the original liaron could have been
copies of documents wot in the archives. liaron Peralta of the Barony of Arizona admitted. No such Don 'Miguel was on
Ileavis said he had taken it from the and various orders intended to put him the list. In like manner and wi,b like
book. Two clerks who had lieen watchin possession. These are among the result the list of the Knights of Ooldcn
ing were called up. They said Ileavis most important papers in the case. Fleece was compiled. The same was
had not taken it from the book. After the police failed to find Reavis a done as to the Knights of the Order of
The document was not enumerated as decree of court was made that he be en Charles III., and as to other noble or- were the contents of the book. It had tered in the 'wok of Fugitives from Jus- - ders in which Reavis had asserted mem
not been seen until then by the clerks. tice. And that is the way the case was bersbip for the baron. Nowhere was
It was folded in two places as if it had wound up in 1886. It remained a pro- found the name of Don Miguel.
Next a general search of the Spanish
been in an envelope. The chief clerk of found secret of the Spanish governthe archives immediately called on Mr. ment until the representative of the record:! was made for evidence of the
Reavis for an explanation, but from that United Stales, groping for means with identity of the original baron. No trace
moment the American used altered lan- which to fight the Peralta claim, came could be found of any such tille as "Baguage he could not lie understood. An upon it through his Sevillaacquaintance ron Arizonaca," "Piaron of Arizouac,"
order was issued that lie should not see The full text of the court record with or "Knight of the Colorados." There
any more books until an investigation the numerous depositions sustaining it was nothing to show that Don Miguel
had been made. Ileavis left the build are now in Santa Fe to be considered bv had been appointed a "Captain of drag
ing.
the Private Land Claims Court in mak- - oons" or that any Don Miguel had occu
The suspicious circumstances were re- ng up its final decision on the validity pied any military ollice or had ever
"conducted any buttle." In the same
ported to the governor and the docu- of the Peralta grant.
Back from Spain came Reavis in 1887, way futile search was made for traces of
ments were delivered to him. Two distinguished librarians and antiquarians leaving behind him a trail which would the numerous documents in the c.i.-were called upon to examine them. have daunted and ordinary man. One With copies of these documents Reavis
One of the documents purported to lie a day he walked into the ollice of the sur- had swelled the records of his case at
map, made about 1776, of the region in veyor general of Arizona, Mr. Royal A. Sania Fe most liberally. The chief of
e
which the Peralta claim is located, and Johnson, and laid down a tin liox. Care- the archives at Sevilla, covering the
it recognized the existence of such a fully unlocking it and displaying much
period, certified that nolhii.gol' the
grant. The librarian compared it with pride in the contents, he produced a kind appeared there, livery branch of
an authentic map of the same region wonderful collection of photographs of the inquiry resulted in negation. Willi
known to have been made about the family portraits. The Peralta claim was great patience and Spanish courtesy he
same time, and reported that "neither then pending before Mi. Johnson. Rea- ollicials searched their documentary
the inks employed nor the words written vis offered as an exhibit in tin; case
for any such character as the origito indicate the territories bear the slight- these portraits, which he solemnly as- nal baron, and failed to find a reference
est resemblance to the map in question, sured the surveyor general were mem io him. The baron was a myth.
the latter lieing remarkable because the bers of the Peralta family. He said he
To the most eminent professor of ar- character of the letter used we consider had obtained them in Spain. The gem elweology at Madrid .were submitted the
exceedingly modern, as well as the gray of the collection was, of course, the orig-- photographs of the reniakablc collection
inal Baron Peralta, or Don Miguel
color of the ink."
of royal intents, bills, codicils and other
Silva de Paral ta lo la Cordova. papers filed by IN avis to support the
So the experts went through the documents Reavis claimed to have found in Reavis had four pictures of Don Miguel, Peralta cairn. The professor at once
first Baron of Arjzuna, one taken at 3 made oath that the Heals on the papers'
the hooks.
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TUR KAULlí: WKDNKSDAY, JUNK 19, lllító.
were not those of the kings from whom
THE WINDY CITY.
plant can be turned to good account anthey purported to come. He also disother industry will have been added to
covered that the seals were not properly Huavy Ciittln Shipments llnvo
llon Miulfl those of this county. The plant grows
affixed. Other defects fatal to the vaFrom That l'liwe Till Year.
in abundance in the county.
lidity of the documents this export
Complaints about the dull times come
There is little talk about the mañana
cheerfully pointed out.
from all parts of the territory and some railroad and the folks at Deming have
A part of the documents filed by the of them come from Deming, but most of ceased to
build hopes on a railroad to
claimant at Santa Fe was a complete the business men down there seem to be Mexico from that point for the present.
chain of wills bringing down the barony pretty well satisfied with the existing Railroad communication with Mexico is
of Arizona from the original baron to condition of affairs.
The town shows considered as a side issue.
"Dona Sofia," the wife of Reavis. At- signs of slow but steady improvement
There is nothing doing in the way of
tached to the last codicil of the last will and most of the business men are doing completing the water company's plant,
was the informal ion that it could be good business.
but, it is confidently expected that somefound recorded in "the registry of mortSince the beginning of the year there thing will be done in this direction withgages by order of dates, volume 2Ü, page have been more than if 100,000 worth of in the next few weeks. It has been de2, oí leaf 211), inscription No. 122, Mad- cattle shipped from Deming to eastern monstrated
that the soil in the vicinity
rid. April 11, 1875." With all this was points and a conuderahlc portion of the of Deming is excellent for the producgiven what purported to be an elaborate money received has lieen spent in Demtion of crops of all kinds, and there is no
certificate of the validity of the record ing. This has nmuV business lietter lietter place in New Mexico for fruit culin due form by Spanish authorities.
down there than it otherwise would have ture. This has been demonstrated by
While in Madrid Mr. Mallet-Prevobeen, hut now that the cattle shipments Alliert Lindauer, who has a number of
went to the registry of mortgages and are over trade still continues good.
acres in fruit trees and vegetables just
obtained a certified copy of the docuThe trade with Mexico is not. so good east of Deming.
ment of which Reavis liad given the ref- as it has been in the past for the reason
Traveling salesmen report that they
erence. This document was not a codi- that there is no custom house at Las have had a better business with Deming
cil of a will, but was a mortgage on prop- Polomas now and goods have to be taken merchants during the past two or three
erty in Madrid. It contained no such into the country to the south of Deming months than for some time past and this
names as had been made use of in the by way of VA Paso and the El Paso is a sure indication of improving trade.
alleged will and had no reference whatmerchants get the benefit of the trade to On the whole, the poopleof Deming have
ever to the 1'eralta family or the Peralta a very great extent. There are good no reason for complaint.
claim. Codicil, record of it. and certifi- reasons for believing, however, that the
House and four lots in lilaek's addicate of it had all liecn forged.
custom house will be
at Las tion for Pale cheap.
Inquire at The
Such were ihe materials of which Kea- Polomas at an early day and then the
Eaoi.k ollice.
vis, or Peralta, as he now calls himself, merchants of Deming will get the licne- constructed a foundation for his castles fit of a good trade with the colonies)
E. E. GANDARA.
in New Spain. Tlie representative
of the south of the Mexican line. This conn- - j
United Stales came home with the evi- try is being rapidly settled up and the;
AND SILVERSMITH.
dence that there had been no baron of trade is of great importance. As soon
Arizona; thai no such grant had been as the custom house is
made; that, the records of which alleged the trade which has been going to Kl Paso Jewelry Made to Order Repairing
Neatly Done.
copies were before the court had no ex- will come to Deming and then that, town
istence. He brought also this
of
lie
one
will
the liveliest places in
story of the doteciion of Reavis in
PRICES REDUCED.
the office of the archives of the
The canaigre works there are tempo- Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Indias
ai.dotilu! abonive attempt to punish rarily idle, but operations will shortly lie
YunklcSi. Sliver City. N. M.
him.
resumed. This is an industry of which
To such an end comes' the claim
in the people of our neighboring city may
which cautious capital from P.oston to well be proud for it gives employment
San I'rancisco has invested over
half a to ieoplo who would not otherwise lie
million dollars in the expectation Unit
it employed. Canaigre grows in abundwould yield great returns when Peralta ance on the arid plains of this county
Reavis should come into his own. On and until the canaigre works were
this kind of a foundation rests the Pe- erected at Deming there could lie nothralta grant which eminent lawyers all ing done with the plant. Now it is utilover the cminlry have pronounced pri- ized and a large amount of money is anma facie. -- W. 1!. S. in
nually brought into J he country through
this enterpri.e. 15. Y. McKeyes, the
Greatest on Earth..
enterprising real estate and insurance
James M. P, rooks, of Washington Ave . man of Deming, is trying to bring anSt. Louis, Mo., makes allid.ivit that he
suffered from Rheumatism for vears' other plant, which grows in abundance
in this section of New Mexico, to the
until persuaded to try Dr
mod's
Lightning Remedy, and that by its use notice of people of the east. This plant,
he has lioen fully restored. He says the which is called by the Mexicans canatea
remedy is the greatest on earth." This or poM)tillo, is said to
possess great
is high praise, but fully warranted by
other miraculous cures. If von want to medicinal virtues which have U'cn
be cured, send $3 to the Drumniond known to the natives for years. It is
Medicine Co., 4H Maiden Lane, New said to be a great, blood purifier and is
York, and they will send to your express valuable as a remedy for
C. H. FARGO & CO. urn.
kidney trouaddress two large liottles of their remedy.
MARKET
T. CHICAGO
This treatment lasts one month, ami bles. Mr. McKeyes has sent a few small For Sale by
will cun any ordinary ease. Agents shipments east and those who have used
Wanted.
it testify to its good projiertie.i.
If this
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C.C. Shoemaker.
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PERSONAL PALAVER.
Mention

of People

You Do and

Do

Not Know.
Other InterpHtliiB Mutter Which Cnn
Koncl With Profit Hy All Our

He

Townspeople.
Dick Hudson was down to Scpar lust
week.
Mrs. Shine came over from Lordsburg
last week.
Nick Gallos was here from Hillsboro
last week.
John Moss was in from the Mangas
last week.
Peter Hall was in from Tine Ciénega
last week.
Fresh candies every day at Martin
Malier's.
N. Bell, of Pinos Altos, was down to
Doming last week.
See the Cook Stoves and Ranges at
Robinson's.
Nat Hicks was here last week from his
ranch on the Mimbres.
Tee cold soda at Bishop's Postoflicc
Emporium.

Father Moran,

of

the Catholic chunh,

was at Doming last week.

Best Kansas patent flour for sale at
Martin Malier's.
Mrs. James S. Fielder spoilt a few days
last week on the Mimbres.
Elegant Sunday dinners are served at
the Broadway Cafe.
W. N. Stephens was here from Pinns
Altos on business last week.
Don't read our neighbor's paper hut
subscribe for The Eaoi.k.
Mr. and Mrs. A. McGregor were here
from Georgetown last week.
Con Whitehill keeps fine, fresh candy.
Next door to the express office.
Dr. Gilbert has gone out to the Gila
hot springs for a short outing.
Ice cream every day at Con WhiteliiU's
next door to the express oflice.
F. J. Davidson was down from Pinos
Altos last. Saturday on business.
Gasoline stoves, Ice cream freezers and
rouitry ncitings at Kolnnson's.
Henry Essinger, of Las Vegas, arrived
here on a business trip last Friday.
II. B. Holt, court stenographer, re
turned to Las Cruces last Thursday.
W. B. Walton, clerk of the district
court, wont to Doming last Thursday.
Mrs. M. A. Fielder and Mr. Thompson
wore lu re last tveek from San Lorenzo.
Canary and Mocking bird cages the
only complete line in the city at Robinson's.

:

Dr.R. F. Stovall will be married today
to Alias Maud Lenoir, of Georgetown.
Mrs. Jesse Pease came up from Dom
ing last Friday on a visit to Mrs. W. B.
Walton.
William Burns, deputy collector of in
ternal revenue, has boon here for sever
al davs.
No Chinepe help employed at the
Broadway Cafe It is first class in all its
appointments.
Miss Martin left last Monday morning
for Norfolk, Va., where she will remain
several months.
Call and examine the full assortment
of fireworks at Baxter Bishop's Post-offiEmporium.
Miss Etta Ashcnfolter, who has boon
attending school at Denver, arrived last
Friday afternoon.
Bring your job work to The Eagi,e of- hce. It will be done neatlv, promptly am '
at reasonable rates.
Joel P. Whitney, the millionaire
owner of the copper mines at Santa Rita
was over there last week.
Take dinner at the Broadway Cafe
next Sunday. The tables are supplied
with the best in the market.
Lieut. Barber quietly loft Fort Bav-ar- d
last week. When he roturnes he
will bring Mrs. Barber with him.
John II. Bracaw came over from
Georgetown last Friday and loft for
Gold Hill last Saturday morning.
We have just recivod a now lino of first
class stationery, notions, etc. Call at the
Postollice Emporium and examino.
Sam Shiff, who has been in the em- -'
ploy of Henry Rosenborg here for some
time, went to Mogollón last week.
Mrs. J. P. Byron, who has boon here
from Doming for some time undergoing
medical treatment, has recovered.
Prof. James A. Long, of the normal
school, leaves this morning for Colorado
where tie will spend the vacation.
O. C. Hinman has the sole agency for
this section for the America Refrigerator
the. best made. Satisfactiongnaranteod,
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UILDING
AZAAR.

Notwithstanding
the fact that most
foods have advanced
in price, particularly

ce

Shoe Leather, we
are still selling at
i

THE

EXTREMELY

LOW FORMER PRI- -

We advise OUR
CÜSTOMERS to

take
oí

advanta ie

It
Aaron Schutz.

Broadway Hotel.
NEWLY REFITTED and FUR-

George Hornbrook was over from Gold
NISHED THROUGHOUT.
Hill last Saturday. He says that there,
is little doing in that camp at present,
but that there is a probability that the Sample room In connection with tlio Hotel.
Kee Hum to unci from Trains.
mill will lxi started up in a short time.

Beautiful line of Suits at the Ton Cent
Store. To make room for n goods, we
offer clothing at 75 cents on the dollar.
John Bikkkma.v, Pros.

A.

ABRAHAM,

Proprietor,
Hroudway.SllvoriMty, N.

Titos. F. Conway, Vice Pres.

M.

J. W. Caktkh, Cashier.

3539.

The

Sito

City National Bank

SILVER CITY, N. M.
CAPITAL $50,000.
SURPLUS $14,000.
Advances made an Gold and Silver Bullion.

Frank Bell, one the successful mining men of Pinos Altos, was bore liiHt
DEPOSITS
week.
of

JUNE 1!, 11(95.

WEDNESDAY,

SOLICITED.

EXCHANGE FOR SALE.

TIIlí

KAIiLK:

Notes of Happenings
Local.

(rlHt of

KriMliihln l'aniKniph
Should Not ho Overlooked
I!y Our Italrit.

Jl'NH

1H,

lll!)5.

l'rntty Tough Veal.
The ImluHtrial Advertiser gives this
hit. of advice to its Socorro readers :
Don't htiv any meat from peddlers,
unless you have unhounded confidence
in the man. A short distance south of
this city, and on the other side of the
river, was recently found a place where
nineteen hurro heads, hules and the
lower part of the legs, all of which hail
lieen buried, and it is common rumor
that, enterprising scamps have leen
peddling the meat in the towns along
the river for veal. 'While the storv mav,
or may not, he true, the only safe way is
to luí v your meat at a regularly estab-

ITEMS OF INTEREST.
Newsy

WEDNESDAY,

Purely

Which

Next Friday will he longest day of the
year and will also he the first day of
summer.
lished shop.
It is reported that S. If. Lucas, form11. G. Clarke, formerly clerk in the
erly a jeweler of this place, is milking
First
National bank of this city, is one
$',000 a monih out of a gold mine in Calof the rising young newspaper men of
ifornia.
the territory. He is doing some hard
I!ev. J. W. Sinnock will return from
work on the Headlight and is picking up
HI I'aso this week and there will lie serprinter's terms quite rapidly. Just now
vices at the Methodist church next Sunhe is wondering what, news print is.
day as usual.
The Santa Fe route will give a rate of
L. A. Skelly, who had several hemorone cent a mile to the opening of the
rhages a few weeks ago has completely
Montezuma hotel at Las Vegas hot
recovered.
He is hack in his old place
springs tomorrow. This rate can lie
in the postollice.
taken advantage of by those who intend
Early peaches are beginning to ripen to go from this place to the dedication of
and it will not he many days before the the Masonic, temple at Las Vegas on the
market will be supplied with peaches 21th..
from New Mexico orchards.
A great, mistake was made
in Tun
M. W. lire men, who made money rap- Eaoi.k last week which we hasten to
idly out of his silver mine in Chloride correct. We printed an item concerning
mu in me paimv uavs oi tne citv, came the daughter of 1'rof. Miles. Now if
in from (lobeon last Saturday's train.
there is anything in this world in which
r. N isirciiiieia soi.i all oi Ins year- the professor takes pride it is his son,
lings at $10 a head. This is the highest ami to have him published i a girl is
price which has been paid for yearlings something which cannot lie condoned.
in mis part, oi i ne country lor sonic
Indicationsare good for an active sumyears.
mer in the mines at l'inos Altos. Just
Silver City might he made a popular now there is a scarcity of water, but it
summer resort without much trouble. is hoped that there will be enough water
All that is necessary is to let the people for all purposes after the rainy season
of the east know what sort of climate we com menees. Considerable development
have here.
work has lieen done in the district withIteming bicyclists would like to beat in the past four or live months and there
the time made by four of our wheelmen is ore enough in sight in the camp to
fur several
a week ago last Sunday, but five hours keep the mills running
lx'twcen the two towns is pretty good months.
time and muy not be beaten this year.
A. H. Graham, owner of the hot
at Hudson, was in the city last
springs
The Indian hunters who went forth
He is about to erect a large hotel
week.
in
week
gather
Apache
last
to
scalps
have not, as yet, sent, in any consign- at the springs in which a large number
ments of dried top knots. Perhaps they of people can be accommodated. The
are waiting for a big freight wagon to hotel will have an open court of considerable size and a veranda will extend
come along to bring in the supply.
around the court. Prnth rooms will be
Should lead advance a few cents more
constructed for the accommodation of
a hundred the mines at Cooks will be guests and
the hotel will lie heated by
started up again. There are immense hot. water from the springs. 1'ipes will
..... ...
:.. .1...
i
i.
.... i . i ...v
...
u, nm rmu,h (wry r(mm f)r lis 1)nr,
i...... i.' n
range ano n. an curries more or lens mi po.-The springs are being advertised
ver.
in the east now and it is exacted that
As soon as the rain v season commences bv the lime t lit new hotel can be coin- there will be a good deal of work .lone pleted there will he many persons ready
in the placer mines in this county. to come to the springs. It is stated on
Within the past year there has lieen con- good authority that the roadbed of the
siderable new placer ground opened and Santa Fe will Ik1 changed so that trains
as soon as water can lie had, washing for will run to the springs instead of passgold will be commenced in many places. ing three and a half miles to the west.
a--

:
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Hack From WaHlilngton.
Miss Irma Muse, who has been attending school in Washington since last Jan-

uary, returned last Friday and has since
been entertaining her friends by telling
them of what she saw there. Miss Muse
is an observing young lady and made
the best of the time which she spent at
the national capital.
She says that Washington is a delightful place and stoutly maintains that she
would never tire of life there. She at
tended some of the sessions of the house
of representatives, visited the senate, the
supreme court and the "White House besides going through the different departments and paying visits to the Smithsonian institute, the Corcoran art gallery
and the Washington monument.
Miss Muse remained in Washington
long enough to become an admirer of
the president and thinks that people in
this part of the country will think differently of the president in the course of
time than they do now. She left the
city soon after the death of Secretary
Greshain and stopped at different. points
along the route. Her many friends in
this city gladly welcome her back to her
home.
llohert. Filack, one of the members of
the board of regents of the Agricultural
college, returned from Las Cruces, where
lie had been to attend the commencement exercises of the college, last
week. The I ward of regents had a meet
ing commencement week and elected
George Vestal, of Little Hock, Ark., professor of agriculture in place of Prof.
Mount who has held the position. Mr.
Mack will go to Denver next month
with some of the professors in the college to attend a meeting to lie held in
Denver next month.
V. I. Walton has moved into the
Miles residence on Eighth street.
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up to our eyes making ICE
and CONFECTION ERY. Fresh Candy
every day and Ice Cream
all the time. Call and see
us. Next door to the exCKKAM

press office.
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Hats are Off.
Virginia Itetts.
Program.
Of all the fairy stories it has ever been
Virginia N. Betts, daughter of Howard
Following ia the program for next
Tuesday evening's commencement exer- H. and Laura A. Betts, died in this city the cood luck of the Liberal to run
cises of the Academy of Our Lady of Saturday morning, June 15, 1895, of across the one it reprints from the South
Exercises German measles, aged 5 years and 9 west Sentinel this week easily takes the
Lourdes, at Morrill hall.
months. The funeral occurred on Sun place at the top. The Enterprise has
begin at 7 o'clock :
Salutatory, Master Carl McEwen, Miss day afternoon at 3 o'clock from the always been considered the leader of the
Episcopal church in this city. At the press of Grant county in' the fairy story
Fannie Fleming.
Chorus, "Friendship," Singing Class. church the services were conducted by line. The Headlight, when expatiating
Bishop Kendrick, assisted by Rev. Cross. on the beauties of Deming, has achieved
Accompanist Miss A. Harris.
Piano Solo, "La Golondrina," Miss F. Rev. Cross officitated at the cemetery, an enviable reputation, and The Eaoi.e
assisted by Rev. Selby.
Fleming.
and the Liberal are not unknown in that
Annie
Miss
The
funeral was one of the largest line. But now comes the Sentinel and
Recitation, "The Dead Doll,"
seen in this city recently and there were at one leap outranks them all. With a
Clark.
not many dry eyes in the congregation at nerve that amounts to genius it prints
Dialogue, "Keeping House," Boys.
Recitation, "Three little Toadstools," the church. Rev. Selby sang a solo an account of eight Apache Indians takwhich was particularly touching. The ing a bath. Allan Macdonald, oh Allen
Minims.
Vocal duet, "The Minute Gun at Sea," grief stricken parents have the heartfelt Macdonald, the newspapermen of Grant
Misses A. Harris and J. Murray. Acsympathy of the entire community in county take off their hats to you.
their deep affliction.
companist, Miss A. Acosla.
Piano duet, "America," Misses F. FlemFor Sale.
Coin's financial series is worth reading.
ing and Alice Bail.
furniture for sale.
of
household
A
lot
"Coin's
of
Financial
School," "A Tale
Vocal duet, "Ave Maria," Misses A.
Mus. C. L. Cantley.
of
Inquire
Acostaand J.Murray. Accompanist, Two Nations" or "Coin up to Date" may
Deputy Sheriff Hardin, of Lordsburg,
be obtained at Tim Eaui.k office free by
Miss A. Acosta.
shot himself last week and
accidentally
Piano Solo, "Sounds from Fairyland," paying a year's subscription to The
to have the bullet loto
Paso
El
went
Eagle
25
in
sell
books
at
advance. The
Miss A. Bail.
cated and taken out.
Vocal duet, "La Golondrina," Misses J cents each.
Alvah Mason, one of the old timers at
You can get a copy of Coin's Finan
Murray and A. Acosta. Guitar accom
cial School free by paying a year's sub- Pinos Altos, was down last week. He is
paniment by Miss A. Harris.
Operetta, "Red Riding Hood," Young scription to The Eagi.k in advance. devoting his time to mining and finds no
Ladies. Accompanist Miss A. Harris Call at the office, leave your subscrip fault with the camp. .
Vocal Solo, "The. Orange Girl," Miss A tion and get fi copy of the greatest book
Mrs. A. G. Hood received news of the
Acosta. Accompanist Miss A. Harris on the silver question ever published.
serious illness of her father in Denver
for that place last
Piano Solo, "IlTrovatore," Miss J. Mur
Samuel Harsh, who is heavily inter- last week and left
ray.
Thursday.
ested in cattle in this county, was out to
Vocal duet, "I Know a Bank," Miss
Mrs. J. Black went over to Georgehis ranch in the Mangas a few days ago.
es A. Harris ami A. Acosta. Accom
last week and will remain to the
He returned to Denver last Monday. town
Stovall-Leno- ir
wedding there this
pun is t Miss J. Murray.
of
M.
C.
internal
"
collector
Shannon,
"Fan Drill, 14 Young Ladies. Accom
Misa Miiv Gmldin will oro to Colorado
revenue for the district of New Mexico.
panist Miss Alice Bail.
teacher's
Piano duet, "Waves of the Ocean," The and Arizona, arrived from Clifton last this week and will attend the
next month.
Denver
convention
at
Monday
gone
to
and
has
Santa
Fe.
Miases Annie Harris and Fannie Flem
Comic Medley, "Money Matters," The
Misses Josie Murray, and Annie Harris. Accompanist Miss A. Acosta.
Piano duet," Beauties of Paradise," Misses Annie Clark, and Willie Cox Trout-ma-

Mrs. M. J. Clayton, her daughters,
Ella, Dean, and Lil lie and Mr. Hunter,
went out to tho Gila hot springs last
week for a few days recreation.

BORENSTEINBROS.
TEN CENT STORE.

Drives in DRY GOODS and
Rev. Harris, who has been here some
CLOTHING!
time for the benefit of his health, re- Special Bargains in LADIES',
Recitation, "Marguerite of France," Miss turned to Mississippi this week. He GENTS' nnd CHILDREN'S
will probably return next fall.
SHOES.
Josie Murray.
Also a full lino of GLASSComedy, "My Aunt's Heiress," Young
Bishop Kendrick and Rev. Githens, of
Ladies.
WARE and CROCKERY.
the Episcopal church, were the guests of
Vocal duet, "A Sister's Faithful Love," Prof, and Mrs. Selby during the Episco- We sell everything CHEAP
Misses A. Harris, and J. Murray. Ac- pal convocation.
FOR CASH.
companist Miss Alphonsa Acosta.
Piano duet, "Put me in my Little Bed," Tho CLARK-WHITSON-LEITMisses J. Murray and A. Harris.
Piano Solo, "Jolly Brothers Galop," Miss
Willie Cox Troutman.
"The Musical Surprise," Misses A. Harris, J. Murray, A. Acosta, F. Fleming,
A. Bail and N. Clark.
Piano Trio, "Palermo Qiudrille3,"Miss-e- s
A. Harris, J. Murray and N. Clark.
EL PASO, TEXAS,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.,
119 San Franchco St.
20S Hail road Avenue.
but not Good-by- ,"
Chorus, "Good-nigSinging Class.
Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
The bicyclists of this city are having
Can refer to many families with whom they have dealt.
Tuning of Pianos in Grant county attended to.
the sharp rocks removed from the
Write them for catalogue of new style Pianos, Twluj
streets.
n.

CH
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FAVORABLE OUTLOOK.

Warm Weather anil Fine Prospects for
Growing Crops.
The past week lias been very favorable to the advancement of all kinds of
vegetation. The temperature has averaged a trille above the normal, which
was needed after the cool weather and
abundant rainfall of the preceding week.
Occasional light showers were reported from some localities, but the
ground was generally in good condition
from the rainfall of preceding weeks.
AU kinds of farm crops have made good
advancement. Fruit has grown well
and is now in a very promising condi-

tion.
Tlie feed on the stock ranges is improving rapidly and in many localities is
already excellent. There is an abundance of water in all the streams and a
good amount of snow in the high mountains to keep up the supply as it melts.
The following extracts from a few of
the reports received at this office will be
found of interest:
Albuquerque. rrof. M.R. Gaines.
Conditions greatly improved with the
rain of last week and the warm weather
of this week. Alfalfa crop is reported
excellent and is being cut. Grass on
the mesas is growing finely and affords
feed for stock in abundance.
Gallinas Springs. J. E. Whitmore.
Grass has made very good growth, also
vegetables. Still planting corn and
beans; ground in fine condition.
Las Cruces. New Mexico Agricultural College. The weather has been uniformly warm and quite humid ; some
high winds at night. Fruit is making
good progress. Grains are ripening fast.
Corn is very promising.
Las Vegas. Pr. F. H. Atkins. The
conditions have remained entirely favorable. Plenty of water in the ditches for
irrigating ; crops of all kinds are advancing satisfactorily.
Los Alamos. William Frank. Crops
of all kinds doing well ; first crop of alfalfa will be cut by the 10th or 15th inst.
A light rain fell during the forepart of
the week.
Los Lunas. Richard
Pohl. The
weather upon the whole has been favorable for the advancement of vegetation
during the past week. The first crop of
alfalfa has been harvested. There is still
an abundant supply of water for irrigation.
Lower Fenasco. Hcnnig von Bosse.
Southeast winds in the forepart of the
week dried out the soil considerably;
ranges, crops and livestock though, are
in good condition.
Ocate. E. M. Cosner. The week has
been favorable for all crops and grass.
Could suggest nothing that would improve the present condition.
Puerto de Luna. P. R. Page. Crops

li,

J UN E

li(!5.

are doing very well and range is in good
condition. Sheep and cattle are improving. Clear weather and no rain.
Rincón. G. II. Raitt. A good week
for growing crops. Wheat, with favorable weather for harvest, will be the
heaviest crop ever raised here. A large
acreage of corn has been planted.
Ranches of Taos. Alex. Gusdorf.
Cool nignts first of (veek, causing slow
growth of corn and beans. Wheat and
oats doing finely also all kinds of fruit.
Roswell.
Scott Truxton. Week has
been fine growing weather. Alfalfa all
stacked and mostly irrigated for second
cutting. From personal inspection of
orchards, believe, the apple yield this
year will far exceed that of any previous
year. Other fruit better than was expected. Range in fine condition and
cattle fat. Good crop of strawberries
coming on.
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are those who have failed
to deal at

BAXTER BISHOP'S
POSTOFFICE
NEWS EMPORIUM.

Call and examine our
If In Search of a New Sensation,
Try the effect of a mud bath at Las Vegas new stock of Fine ConfecHot Springs, New Mexico. Other forms
of baths may be had there, all especially tionery, Fruits, Nuts, Cibeneficial in rheumatic troubles and diseases of the blood. The cool, dry, tonic gars and Tobacco, Stationair of this resort is just the thing for
tired nerves, and there is nothing so ery, Notions, etc.
restful as New Mexico sunshine, especiTaken Up.
ally when supplemented by such fine AN MAY 111. IK'.fi. A ULACK HORSE BltAND-is
Montezugiven
Hotel
at the
service as
i'd It on left shoulder mid I (J on left hip.
fore foot and right hind foot while, tind
ma, reopened June 20. This famous inn Kijílit strip
on left hind foot. Owner can have,
white
cannot be excelled anywhere in the same
hy proving properly and paying charges.
Southwest.
Lawhknck Wilson,
Round-tri- p
excursion tickets on sale to Silver City N. M JIny 28. 1K!I.".
Las Vegas Hot Springs from principal
'
NO FUN ABOUT IT
points. Reached only over the Santa Fe
Route. For illustrated pamphlet and a
copy of "Land of Sunshine, address G.
T. Nicholson, G. P. A., Monadnock
E.
building, Chicago.
BOOT AND SHOEMAKER.

U

ROSENBERG,

I promise you faithfully, la the long run,
Since the change in time on the Santa
save, half your money, hy having
you
Fe, passengers can go from this place yourshall
work neatly and promptly done to suit
minutes yourself, at E. KOSENHEltU'S
to Deming, spend forty-fiv- e
Silver City, N. M.
there and return the same day.

B. T. LINK,
Proprietor
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PEOPLE'S

EAT'

ARKET
Will constantly keep on hand the choicest

Beef, Pork and Mutton.
Oysters, Fish and Game in Season.
Also a full line of FRUIT.

BULLARD

We solicit your patronage
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atchword. Tlie attitude of the exist
ing parties toward tlie silver question
will depend upon the expression of pub
Published every Wednesday Morning by lic opinion. Each of the great parties
will want to he upon the popular side of
A. J. LOOMIS.
the question, in order that it may gain
Entered at tlie iiostofliee at Silver City,
N. M.. for transmission through tlie mails at more votes than it loses."
second class rates.

attorney to wake up some of these delinquents and collect the taxes which have
been delinquent for so long. It will be
to the interest of property owners whose
taxes have not been paid for some years
to call and pee the collector aliout it.

The New York Commercial Advertiser
that the democrats who favor
proposes
THE
CASE.
PERALTA
ODIce on Yanklc Street between Texas and
Arizona Streets.
gold standard shall join the
single
the
During the past week the claimant of
Advertising Hates on Application.
sil
the great Peralta grant has convinced republicans next year and fight the
way
only
the
the
This
is
democrats.
ver
Subscription Kutos, Postage l'repnlri:
every fair minded man, who was not
election of a
... gs.oo already
One year
convinced, that the pretended gold bugs can prevent the
Six months
1.00
.ño title to the grant of 12,800,000 acres free silver man for president next year
Three months
if, indeed, they can prevent it in this
SILVEK CITY, N. M.. JUNE, 111. 1KII5. of land in the best parts of Arizona and
some of
New Mexico is nothing more nor less way. It is quite probable that
will
Cleveland
of
followers
Grover
the
Silver
..66
than a fabrication of forgery and perjury.
convention,
democratic
regular
bolt
the
Lead
.3.12
The climant admitted on the stand
that he had made many thousands of should that convention nominate a free
CHANGING FRONT.
dollars by relinquishing claim to proper silver man for president as now seems
will
The Chicago Record has been one of ty which he claimed was embraced in altogether probable. These bolters
rewith
the
unite
to
either
obliged
be
grant.
In some instances as much as
the most rabid
papers in the the
to
republicans
the
persuade
country, but it is beginning to look at $25,000 had been paid by a single com publicans or
if they would make
them
with
unite
the silver question in a new light. Some pany to this blackmailer in order to get
time ago that paper conceived the idea him to relinquish his claim on property themselves heard in the campaign next
of having a test vote on the silver ques the title to which was supposed to have year. With either John Sherman or
of the
tion in the city of Chicago. The result been clouded by this grant. It has been G rover Cleveland at the head
gold
democrats
bug
the
ticket,
gold
bug
of the vote so far has been about two votes conclusively shown that no such grant
for silver to one against. Tlie Record was ever made by the Spanish govern and the gold bug republicans could walk
recently printed the following editorial ment and the person to whom the gf ant- up to the polls together and vote for the
"One fact brought out very plainly by was said to have been made never exist same candidate. Grovcr Cleveland may
the Record's test vote on the silvcrques ed. The wife of the claimant, instead of run for president for the fourth time
tion is that the issue is causing a great being a descendant of Huron Peralta, is next year on the republican ticket.
disturbance in both the old parties known to be a daughter of an Indian of
Life-lon- g
Jrnou Hamilton has denied the men
republicans are in the ranks of Sherwood valley, California.
the free silver advocates, and will supThe value of the land claimed is al whó were convicted of tlie murder of
port the party most favorable to that most bey and comprehension. The grant Francisco Chaves, at Santa Fe, a new
cause. On the other hand, many stanch took in all of the land between Pluenix trial and the attorneys for thedefendants
democrats are decidedly opposed to free and Silver City and included both of have made a motion for an arrest of judgsilver, and are ready to leave their party these towns. The value of the mines on ment. One of the jurors who served in
if it puts a free silver plank in its plat this grant is many millions of dollars as the cafe made an affidavit last week
form.
the rich copHr mines at Clifton and which, if true, would undoubtedly save
"Une democrat who sent a negative Globe lie within the boundaries of the the necks of the murderers of Francisco
This juror swears that the
vote to the Record ballot box commented grant. The claimant, Reavis, plaved Chaves.
upon the matter thus: 'I have voted for for big stakes but his case was defective. sheriff' of Santa Fe county repeatedly
Seymour, Tilden, Hancock, and for He had spent a quarter of a million in came into the room where the jurors in
Cleveland every time; but I will not getting the case ready, but he found a the case were and had long conversations
vote for a free silver man, no matte difficulty in fixing the old Spanish with different memliers of the jury, but
which party he belongs to. On the records which he could not surmount. this is denied under oath by the jurors
with whom the sheriff is charged with
other hand many republicana express
sentiments like these: 'I am and have
A (soon many of the taxpayers of this having had the conversations. Nothing
always leen a republican, but I will cast county have been complaining for some will he left undone to cheat the gallows
my next vote with the party that favors years that many of the property owners in this case, hut it is possible that jusfree coinage of silver.' The absorbing of the county do not pay their taxes and tice will lie done and the murderers of
interest which the silver question lias that year after year, although their prop- Chaves will be executed.
for the public is shown by the fact that. erty has been advertised for taxes, they
some voters consider it the only issue still continue to avoid the payment of
Tiik Enterprise seems to be deeply
worth voting upon, and have refrained taxes. These complaints are not with- concerned about the editorial departfrom voting at recent elections because out foundation.
There are people in ment of Tiik Eaoi.r and its concern is
neither party had definitely committed this county who have not paid their likely to increase in the near future.
itself on the subject.
taxes for years and no very active meas- For the present the editorial writers on
"The silver question will be the par ures have been taken to enforce the pay that paper might profitable spend their
amount issue in the next national elec ment of these taxes. This is unfair to time in trying to explain why that paper
tion. The tariff issue will be relegated the taxpayers who promptly pay their found It necessary to falsify the record
to the background for tlie time being taxes and should not be allowed to con In the bond matter. There is fun ahead.
Either some one of the existing partie tinue, and there are good reasons for bewill take up the cause of free silver lieving that Biieh a condition of affairs
V. IV. IIo.ntkh has assumed the editorthereby getting many voles away from will not be allowed to continue for many ial management of the Albuquerque
the other party and losing many of its weeks after the first of next month when Democrat and the paper is steadily imown adherents, or a new party will enter the taxes now unpaid will liecomo del in proving, both in the editorial and local
the lield with frte silver as its quent. It Is the intention of the district departments.
.
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EiuiENis V. Duns, who is now in jail
serving out a sentence for contempt of
court, will have time to consider the
action which he took in the great railroad strike of last summer. He took his
case to the supreme court of the United
States, and that tribunal having decided
against him, he may he able, during his
coiiiinement in jail, to satisfy himself
that it is against the law to incite men
to the destruction of property, either
directly or iidirectly. Pcbs is a dangerous man and the sooner the railroad employes of the various railroad companies
refuse to follow him as a leader the better. Organized labor can gain nothing
by following a man like Debs.

Annual Commencement.
county officials of this county for years.
The bondsmen of II. M. Meredith set
The annual commencement exercises
tled in full with the county, but they of the Academy of Our Lady of Lourdes
turned in county warrants instead of will be held at Morrill hall on Tuesday
cash.
evening June 25, commencing at 7 p. m.
An admission fee of 50 cents will be
of Silver City will bave to
Resides
charged and those who attend may conraise a fund for the completion of the Nor
fidently expect an entertainment in all
mal school building in this city, if the
respects worthy of their patronage.
building is to be completed in time for
the opening of the fall term of school.
Occasionally a very fat steer is found
Several thousand dollars will be re- on the range and brought in to the marquired to complete the building, but if kets here. Last week one was brought in
the first story can be completed by the to McMillen's market which was as fat as
time the next term commences, there any one could desire, and this steer had
will be room enough for present needs if lieen feeding on the same range where
the number of pupila should not be other cattle had been dying.
greatly increased at the next term. If
board of regents had been able to
F.
Tun hearing in the b.ind matter has the
Kikiilifrn
IwiikId O II tw im.il
rAii tin
in A nr
IH
r fT
Hill. IIWIIMÍ1 mmHH
U.AMI
been again posponed and it is not likely
could FIlvL LIFiAiN 1)
building
the
legislature,
last
the
that, anything more will be done until
have been loinpleted and furnished
some time next month. .Tuere is a conINSURANCE.
without having to call on the people of
stantly growing feeling among the busithis city for assistance.
Notary Prune.
ness men of this county that it would be
better to let the bond question alone and
Anniml Convocation.
Office at
pay the interest as it lieeomes due.
The annual convocation of the EpisSILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.
Most of the taxpayers of the county pre- copal Missionary District of New Mexico,
ler to pay the lew cents tax on account which began on Thursday last, held its
of the railroad bonds to paying an equal
closing services on Sunday, and the ator greater amount in attorney's fees
tendance, both morning and evening,
with no ccrtaintv of winning the case in
was very large. In the morning, Archthe end.
Stage Leaves Silver City For
deacon Githens preached an interesting
SunTil k Memphis convention is the worst and instructive discourse, and in the Mogollón Every day Except
dose the gold b.igs have had to swallow evening, the llishop, the Archdeacon, days at 8 a. m.
yet. II iey have lieen saying all along and Rev. Messrs. Sel by, llennett and
Office at Wells Fargo it Go's Ex- tnat the south would remain loval to Cross made addresses. During the pre
of devotion-- ;
week
number
ceding
days,
a
Cleveland and his financial policy, but
e"
P
now it is apparent that the soulh is for al services and business meetings were
conmorning,
the
On
Thursday
silver, and it mav as well be remarked held.
Notice foii I'I'iii.icatio.n
X. M
right here that the south is for .Sibley vocation sermon was preached hy hew;
land okkicb at J.as Chucks.
JimeMMfi.
were
delivered,:
Cross,
Mr.
and
lectures
too. Mr. Sibley struck the right chord at
TIIK
m.
i
i
ii ft is iii'.ur.ii i G1VEX THAT
(in iiuirsoay
rrmay evenings, i.ny infollowing-nameand i.v:.i.,
d
settler lias filed notice
.Memphis as he has iteen toii.tr in everv
Hew Prof. Selby ami the Archdeaco- n,'wlíi" K
place in which he has spoken. "Siblc
"
former speaking on Religion and made lief oro tlio I'roliute .indue or l'roliato
the
and Silver" will be the battle crv of tl e
IS, lMti,
.Inly
ut Silver City, N. M.. on
Education, and the latteron Canterbury VlV Dora
K. Koss. widow of Joseph I:. Koss.
democracy next vear.
muele, lid. iiiiliciition No. is,
and Cologne Cathedrals. The I'.ishop's deceased,e who
iiiiu
'4 e '(. sec. ai aim o. v, e
for the
e
Address wasdeliveredon Thursday afterH e H sec. IK. t 17 s. r W w.
Rki'I.iks to circulars sent out to 120
lie names the followiiiK witnesses to prove
noon.
ills continuous residence upon and cultivademocratic editors in the slate of Ohio
were present tion of. said land, via:
following
delegates
The
Silver City. N. M.
of
show that ill) of the 120 editors are in faDaniel llennett.
"
"
"
"
convocation: Albuquerque, the Calvin Kleury.
at
the
vor of the free anil unlimited coinage of
"
I'lnos Altos. N. M.
Dimmlck.
Archdeacon; Sania Fe, Clinton
the
and
llishop
'
Nelliert Dtmmlck.
silver. This is a good indication that
Any person who desires to protest against
Rev. Mr. Rcnnett ; Deming, Mr. Anthe allowance of such proof, or who knows of.
the slate of Ohio will lie all right on the
drews (Lay Header in charge), and Col. liny sulistiintlul reason, under the law and
silver question next year and that the
regulations of the Interior department,
MeGrorty; Silver City, Rev. Messrs. the
why such proof should not lie allowed, will lie
gold bugs will have to do some missionat the nlmvc menCross and Selby, and Messrs. A. F. 1,'iven an opportunity
Hie
tioned time and place to
ary work in the liuckeye stale. The polNichol and St. George Robinson. Rev. witnesses of said claimant, and lo offer evi- by
iticians will lind that there are more
submitted
of
that
dence in reliullal
Mr. Harris of Mississippi, also had a claimant,
John l. Huyan.
than a few silver miners who want, free seat, as a visitor, in the convocation.
Keulster.
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Mogollón Stage Line.
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cross-exami-

coinage.

YOUR

PLEASE.

ATTENTION

I'm shiest (Ji.KVM.Axn has issued a
proclama: ion warning all citizens of this
counlry not lo interfere in the revoluI desire to inform you that having purchased the stock, fixtures
tion which is now going on in the island
etc. of Mr. J. A. Kemmis, Watchmaker and Jeweler, I will continue the
of Cuba.
(JciTi: an amoiiiit of money has k-eturned over to the county treasurer hy
the bindsmen of the defaulting county
obofficials on account of judgment,
tained some months ago. This is the
first money to lie paid by Imndsmen of

business at the same place.
A select line of WATCHES, JEWELRY ETC. Carried.
I make a SPECIALTY of FINE WATCH REPAIRING
appreciate a trial and will guarantee satisfaction.
Yerv Truly,

,

J.

R.

and will

HICKS.
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Fi'l low Americans! Think for a moment of the folly and blindness of our
"new school of economists" who now,
for the first time, boldly declare that the
expansion or contraction of the money of
ultimate redemption has no influence
whatever upon the price of level commodities throughout the world. Some
of them know better, but a largo proportion of our fellow citizens are blindly
following leaders whom, as busy men,
too busy to think, they have fallen into
the habit of deferring to and who would
now take advantage of the situation by
betraying innocent people into their own

undoing. Consider the audacity Dt these
false leaders in the light of the fact that
they question the truth, not only of a
settled principle of all time, but the verity of a mathematical demonstration.
Here is a problem. Pass it around
not only through the metropolitan but
the country press until every American
gets it fixed in his mind.
It is an axiom that what is true of any
number in figures is true of every multiple of that number whether it be greater
or less than that number. The various
figures are governed by the same laws.
liy common consent there are now
alout 8,000 million dollars of gold and
silver coin in the world divided into
nearly equal parts. I?y the act of 1873,
and subsequent enactments culminating
in Mr. Cleveland's and Carlisle's ruling
against silver, silver has been struck
down, as money of ultimate redemption,
and has ceased, for the time, to be a
measure of value any more than hank
notes or any other form of token money.
This reduces the money of final payment
in the commerce of the world to practically 4,000 millions of dollars
Suppose now we continue the process
in order to illustrate the principle for
which we contend. Suppose, by common consent, all of the gold in the world
were destroyed except one thousand
pounds. That the' law remained, as
now, declaring that thousand pounds to
le the only and sole money of final payment. Prof. Laughlin would have us
understand that this would point to his
diagrams and talk learnedly about the
"vast amount of credit money" as controlling and paralyzing the gigantic power of this one thousand pounds. Put let
us see. Thi8one thousand pounds belongs to that benevolent philanthropist,
Huron Rothschild. He gets a notion into
his head, some fine morning, that our
professor is mistaken. He takes a one
thousand pound bank note of the Bank
of England and walks up to the redemption counter and demands its redemption in gold. The hank has not one cent
of that commodity which the philosophy
of the professorteache3 us to le of such
little importance. It. is all locked up in
the baron's strong liox.
The bank

Jl'XK
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1895.

would be compelled perforce to procure
it from him on his own terms; and, an a
matter of law, a crisis would be presented
in which one man would hold, in the
hoilow of his hand, the fate of the commercial world. For a fragment of his
treasure as large as a pinspoint he conl d
demand a billion pounds sterling in value in other property. At his command
every bank in the world could be closed.
To pay that one note he could exact
every foot of property real and personal
in the United Kingdom, and lioth hemispheres. At his nod every government
on earth could be toppled to its fall

and the universal chaos and anarchy,
which the childish teachings of "the
new school," directly tend to bring
about would be accomplished.
Oh but they say, your supposition is
extravagant and impossible of accomplishment. Hut does it not illustrate
with mathematical precision our contention and bring into derision and contempt, in the forum of evry unselfish
and sincere mind, the phenomenal proposition of our "new school" of philosophers? Does it not uncover the mendacity of these false leaders who talk so
glibly of the "silver craze," the heresies
of "the financial school" and denounce
as "anarchists" every man who dares to
advocate the faith of the fathers, baptized in the blood of heroes and handed
down to us crowned and sanctioned by
the wisdom of centuries? Wisdom that
these modem anarchists (anarchists because of the tendency of theirfalseteach-ings- )
now have thé temerity to challenge?

What would be true in the suppositious case is equally true, in modified
form, under our present conditions
brought alwit by the greatest crime in
modern time which the American sovereign proposes to grapple with a hand of
iron and strangle. With only 4,000 millions of money of ultimate redemption,
of it locked up in the
with
war chests of the nations and the various "reserve funds" it has become to he
an easy matter for the money gamblers
to control and manipulate the 'markets
of the world lor their own enrichment at
the expense of the cruel poverty of their
fellow men and it is for this government
to say, just as it would.surely say in the
case supposed, that, no such" nower
shall be allowtd to remain in the hands
of any man or set of men or class of men.
Chicago Daily Coin.
two-thir-
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ATALE
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TWO
RATIONS.

A Tale of Two Nations
should be read by every
one who has read Ccin's

Financial School.
The book can be obtained
free by any subscriber to
Tun Eaglk who pays a
year's subscription in advance. It will open the
eyes of thousands who arc
unacquainted with the particulars concerning the demonetization of silver.
Send in your subscription toda'.

J. SMITH,

L.

General Repair Shop.
Guns and Revolvers
Promptly Repaired.

Bicycles,

Hates Reasonable.
Yunklu St, Sliver City. N. M.

GUADALUPE

BOOT&
SHOE
MAKER.

MENDOZA,
REPAIRING NEATLY
AND

l'UOMI'TLY DONE.
Prices ri'iisiiiiiilile. nnrl
satisfaction (na rant (Til.
Shop on Yiuikle Street.
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ONE GIVES RELIEF.
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Made a Itreak for Lilierty.
For some time a man has been out in
the vicinity of Mule springs who was
wanted in Texas for horse stealing. He
was located some time ago and requisition papers were obtained and a warrant
procured for his arrest. Deputy Sheriff
McAfee went out hint week, found his
man, arrested him and started for Silver
City with his prisoner. McAfee had
lieen riding for two days and was completely worn out and at the Gila river
he let hid prisoner get on Ids horse
while he got into a wagon to ride.
The prisoner road on ahead and when
he came to a little point which juts into
the road in Greenwood canon lie was,
for a moment, out of sight of the officer.
He urged his horse forward and when
the wagon came around the point the
prisoner was nowhere to lie seen. The
team horses were unharnessed and an
immediate pursuit was begun. He
turned back, crossed the Gila near the
place where he had crossed in company
with the officer and headed for the Mule
spring region.
McAfee went to the river, obtained a
fresh horse and continued the pursuit.
Ross Thomas came in sight of the man
once during the pursuit, but Mr. Thomas
was riding without a saddle and could
not. keep in sight of the escaping prisoner. He fore he had gone many miles all
trace of the fugitive was lost and it is
only a matter of conjecture as to where
he is. Deupty McAfee promptly sent
news of the escape to the sheriffs ollice
ami Sheriff Shannon immediately took
of the thief,
steps to secure the
but so far no trace of him has been dis
covered.

Hugh McGregor, who has been an in
mate of the county jail here, was sent to
Canada last Friday. The county com
missioners, at the last meeting of the
Itoard, appropriated flOJ towards de
fraying the expenses of sending him
home. His wife went with him to take
care of him on the wav. His mind has
lieen unbalanced for some time, but he
is entirely harmless.
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Went Pointer Returns.
Bert Gilbert, who has teen at the
United States military academy at West
Point for two years, returned home last
Monday afternoon to spend the vacation.
He will return next fall and will remain
until he graduates two years hence.
Since he entered the academy he has
maintained his standing near the head
of his class and will undoubtedly gradu
ate with credit to himself and honor to
the territory which he represents.
The course at West Point is by no
means an easy one to get through and
graduates of the Academy may be said
to be well educated. The mathematical
course is second to none in this country,
but as officers in the United States army
are not supped to spend their leisure
moment in reading Greek anil Latin,
their time at the academy is not taken
up with the study of the classics.
The physical training is excellent anil
the young man who finishes the course
in a creditable manner may justly feel
that he is well prepared for a life of use
fulness. Cadet Gilltert has quite a sol
dierly bearing and shows, in every move
ment, the training which he has re
ceived at the academv.

11

Fruit Ranch for Sale.
I offer mv Fruit Ranch, situated on
the Mimbres, for sale. Fifteen hundred
bearing trees of the finest varieties. For
further information apply to
Mrs. Maud A. f ieldkk.
Silver City, N. M.
The eighteenth assessment of half a
cent a share on the capital stock of the
Manhattan Gold Mining and Milling
company has been called. The assess
ment is payable at the office of the company in St. Louis tomorrow.
Shipments of cattle for this season are
alwutover, but shipmen's of fruit have
been commenced from California and
there will lie little falling off in the
amount of freight moved by the railroads
in the west.
J. M. Wiley, who has charge of the
business of the Manhattan Gold Mining
and Milling company's property here
and at Pinos Altos, returned, this week,
from a visit to St. Louis.
There are but twelve prisoners confined
in the county jail now. This is a smaller numler than the jail has contained
for some time previous to the recent
term of court.
Howard H. Betts has accepted a position with Henry Rosenburg.
A number of residents of Silver City
will spend the Fourth of July at Ernest's.
A big time is exacted.
Do You Want a Hood Kanrh.
A first class ranch in the vicinity of
Aztec, San Juan Co., N. M., offered at a
bargain. Farm tools and stock included.
Sheep taken as port payment. If you
mean business, Tun Eai;i.k, Silver City,
N. M., is prepared to give you a bargain.
Write now for particulars.

The mines at Mogollón continue to
produce steadily and the shipments of
bullion from that camp are made regu
larly. There has lieen a good deal of de
velopment work done in the camp within the past few months and it is expected that the list of producting mines
there will be increased considerably
the end of the year. The camp is
the liest in New Mexico and is getting
better all the time.
The tariff rales of the Mogollón TeleSILVER'S CHAMPION.
graph and Telephone company have
been fixed for all points on the line. The
THE
rate on messages of i0 words or less from
NEWS
this place to Mogollón is $1, and to in- ROCKY MOUNTAIN
termediate points in proportion. ConKitfnbllKhed ltift.
versations, not to exceed live minutes in
duration are one and a half times the
TERMS OF SUBSUIPTION.
tariff rate on óO word messages, with a
(IX ADVANCE.)
minimum rate of 50 cents.
DAILY.
from
the
There was an alarm sounded
fire house last Monday afternoon just One your, by mull
IÍ.W
!"'
before 5 o'clock and the fire companies Six mont hs liy mall
UK)
liy mull
were out with the hose carts and hook Tliroe months
itt
One month liy mull
and ladder truck in short order. The Sunday (Million. (1(1 paxes.) your
Si.'iU
boys ran up to a point near Black's mill
Dully Edit Ions Include the Sunday.
and, finding no lire, returned to the tire
WEEKLY.
house.
he-fo- re

The employes of the Santa Fe route in
this territory were paid last week. It
is said time the pay roll was the largest.
ever paid by the company in this territory. The heavy cattle shipments during the past two month necessitated the
employment of extra train crews and
extra work on the part of thcrcgului
The executive committee of the fair One your, by mull, In iiilvunco
Jl.ou
crews, so that most, of the men drew association met at Albuduerque last,
Sample copies of either edit ion on
extra pay.
week and selected E. M. Young, J. E.
11. P.
The Van smelter below town is all Sheridan, George Perrault and
assoof
fair
the
vice
presidents
llames
The Nrws Is the only consistent champion
ready to commence operations again and
for
county.
this
ciation
of silver In tlio west, and should bo In every
will probably be blown in some time
homo In the west, and In the bunds of every
this week. There is plenty of ore to
Uev. Prof. Selby will officiate, at the minor and business man In Now Mexico.
keep the smelter in operation steadily. Episcopal church, next Sunday, as the
Send in your subscriptions ut once.
All commuiilcatloiis must lie addressed to
.1. N. Upton was in the city from his rector will visit Denting, on that day.
News Printing; Co., Denver, Colo.
All are cordially invited.
ranch on the Mimbres this week.
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MEMPHIS CONVENTION.

cious demand made by 'idle holdors of
A REPUBLICAN VIEW.
idle capital.' The right to regulate its
one monetary system in the interests of A Lending Republican Newspaper on tlio
Southern Delégate Favor the Free nnd
Silver Question,
its own people is a right which no free
Unlimited Coinage of Silver.
government
is
can
remarkable in the
nothing
sell
There
or
barter,
surrender.
Following closely upon the Illinois
convention came the Memphis conven- This reserved right is a part of every clamorous espousal of the free coinage
tion which declared for silver in as posi- bond, of every contract and of every ob- idea by the democratic masses of the
tive terms as did the Illinois democrats. ligation. No creditor or claimant can west and south. The democratic party
There is no longer any doubt but that set up a right that can take precedence has been on the wrong side of every great
the democrats of the south are for silver. over a nation's obligations to promote public issue for the past forty years.
The following'declarations were adopted : the welfare of the masses of its own peo- From the time when it fell absolutely
"We believe in a money of stable ple. This is a debt, higher and more under the control of the plantation barvalue. We believe, least of all, in an binding than all other debts, and one ons and became the avowed champion
appreciating standard.
It is only which it is not only dishonest but trea- of human slavery until the present day,
it has lieen a constant disorganizing and
through the pratical operation of bimet- sonable to ignore.
the
force. It tried to disorgandestructive
financial
"Under
policy
now
that
allism that a stable standard of value can
be secured. A standard constantly in- prevails we see the land filled with idle ize the union in order that the slave
creasing in value is not a sound, a single, and discontented workingmen, and an driver a whip might snap unhindered.
tried to disorganize the national finannor a stable standard, but a constantly ever growing army of tramps, men
of work and opportunity ces by advocating repudiation and the
whom
lack
changing standard. The effect of gold
monometallism is to establish onestand-ar- d have made outcasts and beggars. At unlimited issue of greenbacks after the
for the creditor and another for the the other end we find that a few thous- war. It tried to disorganize the suffrage
f
the wealth of system of the republic by forcibly supdebtor; and there can be no more dis- and families own
the
country.
of pressing the colored vote in the south
The
centralization
honest monetary system than that
wealth has gone hand in hand with the and giving the white Bourbon democrat
which gives short measure to the
and long measure to the lender. spread of poverty. The pauper and the two or three times as much power in the
Under the policy prevailing prior to 1873 plutocrat are twin children of the same direction of governmental affairs as the
there can be no violent changes in the vicious and unholy system. The situa- white northern republican possessed. It
of tried to disorganize the entire fabric of
relative value of the two metals, for a tion is full of menace to the
and
the
people
life
of
the
American industries by throwing down
the
republic.
rise in value of one metal is counteris enfranchisment or hopeless the tariff walla and inviting foreign proThe
issue
acted by a decreased demand and a fall
servitude. Whatever the power of mon- ducers to invade the American markets
in value by an increased demand.
"Under the operation of this benefi- ey can do by debauchery and corruption and drive the American manufacturer
cent law a stable relation was main to maintain its grasp on the law making out of business. Now it is trying to dis- tained between them in pite of the )owers will be done We, therefore, organize the currency and bring altout
most extreme changes in relative pro- appeal to the plain people of the country financial chaos by demanding the unreductions. From the earliest period of with perfect confidence in their patriot- stricted coinage of dollars worth only
our history up to 1873 the right of the ism and intelligence to arouse themselves fifty cents.
In the present instance, as in the past,
debtor to choose whether he should pay to a full sense of the peril thnt confronts
his debts in silver or gold coin was al- them and defend the citadel of their lib- the intelligence and respectable minoriways recognized. The subsequent policy erties with a vigilance that shall neither ty of democrats are protesting against the
criminal folly of the bulk of their party.
has been to transfer this right to the similiter nor sleep.
But, although they are able to dictate
creditor, thus tending to constantly inWhen the Heart is Affected,
the utterances of a large number of
crease the value of the dearer metal and
By Rheumatism or any of the muscles prominent democratic newspajH-rs- ,
their
destroy the parity between them.
near that organ.it is like tampering with
"Believing it is absolutely necessary an electric wire,for death may come at any efforts make no practical impression on
to reverse this iniquitous and ruinous moment. If life is worth it, do not hes- the vast mass of prejudiced ignorance,
itate, but get Dr. Druminond's Lighting led by reckless demagogues, which conpolicy, we, therefore resolve:
Remedy. Send $5 to the Druniinond
"That we favor the immediate restor- Medicine Co., 48 Maiden Lane, New stitutes the ruling element of the demoation of silver to its former place as a York, and they will send you two large cratic party. Eastern democratic jourfull legal tender standard money equal bottles, enough for one month's treat- nals may endeavor to belittle the free
with gold, and the free and unlimited ment, by first express. It is not as silver movement and may devote large
quick as electricity, but it will save your amounts of space to demonstrations of
coinage of both silver and gold at the life if you
take it in time. Agents
the insanity of unlimited coinage of
ratio of 16 to 1 and upon terms of exact Wanted.
silver
at a ratio of 10 to 1, but their atequality.
Kxrurslnn Itutes.
are wasted. The real democracy,
tempts
"That while we should welcome the
Net ween the dates of June 1st and the huge, sullen phalanx of un instructed
of other nations, we
Septenilier ."Oth.the Atehison,Topekaand
voters in the south and the
that the United States should not Santa Fe Railroad Co., will sell from
states
where
and populism
democracy
wait upon the pleasure of foreign gov- Silver City, round trip tickets to various
so
is dillicult to
are
nearly
alike
it
that
eastern
and
northern
points
at
greatly
or
the consent of foreign cred
ernments,
itors, but should themselves proceed to reduced rates, limited for return until distinguish one froni the other, will not
Oetolier .'1st, 1805.
be convinced or converted. The only rereverse the "grinding process" that is
Having recently shortened our time
destroying the prosperity of the people, from Silver City to eastern points, we source which remains open to sound
and should lead bv their example the are now in position to place our patrons money democrats is to join hands with
in Kansas City. St. Louis, or Chicago, republicanism in crushing the dishonest
nations of the earth.
twelve hours ahead of any other line. money craze by the invincible power of
"That the rights of the American Our Eating Houses are unequaled, roadthe ballot. N. Y. Commercial
people, the interests of American labor bed smooth, and equipment modem.
For further information reiiardinii
and the prosperity of American industry
have a higher claim to the consideration ra'es, limits, connections, etc. call unou
Dr. J. 1'. Byron, postmaster at Dim-inMr. J. II. Mudge, Agent, Silver City, or
of the peoples'- lawmakers
than the address C. II. Morehouse, Division Pass
came up last Saturday and returned
greed of foreign creditors or the avari enger Agent, at El Paso, Texas.
Sunday morning.
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form a silicide or boride of titanium, it
matches the diamond itself in hardness.
Titanium resembles tin in its chem
I'ailcrcwHkl Think i That P'.imistH Klio'tl
Look Effective W lilin Pltiyijic.
ical properties, and it is the characterWhen I'adercwski was in New York istic element in the beautiful red and
he was culling at a prominent Wall brown crystals of rutile. These, in the
street man's home in Fifth avenue shape of needles, are sometimes found
when the broker told him he would penetrating large white quartz cryslike to have his opin'"i of his daugh- tals, forming gems that the French
ter's playing, says tlu íew York Jour- call "love's arrows."
nal. The great pianist courteously reDUELING IN RUSSIA.
plied that nothing would give him
greater pleasure.
Not Considered I Crime, But la Some
After the young lady had dashed off
Clrcuinatnncet Compulsory.
several selections Paderewski said:
An order was issued to the Russian
"To get the greatest enjoyment from army last year which makes dueling
the piano the music must not only he under certain circumstances compulheard but the performer should be sory, instead of branding it as a crime.
seen. The performer should therefore The result is that often men who are
be careful of his or her position at the friends are obliged to fight each other.
Coin's Financial School
instrument.
The Razvedehick gives a graphic ac"I will be frank with you and say count of a duel of this kind which took has made more converts to the silthat I preferred to see rather than hear place recently between two Russian ver cause than any other publicayour daughter play. I might better oflieers. They stood, by agreement,
tion. Wc will send it free to any
say that I looked more than I listened. forty paces apart, facing each other,
one paying a year's subscription to
Is
correctly.
There
She held herself
with the right to approach nearer after
nothing I hate more than a listless, tiring. The seconds stepped aside, and Tin-- Eaoi.k in advance. Send $2
careless posture of the body while one of them slowly counted one, two, and pet Tuk Kaoi.k and this valuplaying.
three; a couple of shots rang out, but able book. Address,
"Then there was life in her touch. no one was touched. The seconds
Tiik Eagj.k,
Iler fingers fairly sparkled as they ran begged that the affair might now be
Silver City, N. M.
over the board and touched the keys, considered at an end, but one of the
rebounding from them with a snap contestants insisted- that there should
that was exhilarating to behold. Her be a further exchange of shots. The
The Greatest Railroad
manner of using her hands and her el- distance was again measured, the word
bowing, if I may so call it, showed given once inore. Two shots were lost
.on Earth
proper training also.
in one, a cloud of smoke enveloped
:
"I will therefore add that my sense each of the firers. As it cleared one
Santa Fe Route!
of hearing would have been equally de- of them advanced a couple of paces
lighted, doubtless, if my sense of sight and fell face upward. The fallen man
and others jroiiiKtoNiitloiml
KlIlK'tllloillll AHHOt'illtlllll IlK'l tlllK Bt.
had not been so completely monopo- - In v as if alive, but on his left eve was a
.Denver, In .Inly, should remember
lized. I complimented the young lady i dark spot from which the blood welled
Mint the Huma l''e oilers us low rutes
on her accomplishment."
slowly up. One of the seconds was
us iinylMKly else, with lictter service.
Special Inducements to small or
"There is wisdom in that,'" said the overcome and turned away. The other,
Inttfe parties.
conversation.
in
the
mus
his
tugged
repeating
at
curiously,
broker,
blinking
Through I'lillman Sleepers mm free.
Chair Cars -- Chinitio. St. l.onls mid
"Teachers of the piano should give far tache nervously with one hand, and
Kansas
I'll v to Kenver. One hundred
more attention to this matter than they with the other tried to take a handkertulles- superb view of Koeky Monn-- .
The
now do."
tains betweenTucblo and Denver.
chief unobserved from his pocket.
. I'rivilece of ntlcntlimf Slimmer
author of the catastrophe remained unSrhiiiil, Colorado Springs, on return.
AS HARD AS THE DIAMOND.
hurt, and, with his arms folded, looked
trip.
l.ow-raexclusions Into the nioiin- Such Are Two I'roilticts of Chomlc:i gloomily aside, tears coursing down his
tains after iiieetinx Is over.
. Experiment.
cheeks.
descriptive pamphlets, address.
The diamond has always been re'.
MlMeil
.1. II. MruoK.
. Atrt.
garded as possessing one quality whi j'.i
T. & S. 1'.. It. It.. Silver City.
Tayn tells this story of the
James
New Mexico.
placed it beyond rivalry, namely, that "American plan" of dueling, wherein
.
of hardness. There are several gems
sejoml,
nvvt
Most Picturesque
the two duelists, with one
which compete with it in beauty, and within doors and draw lots for who
'.
.
Line to Colorado.
rare
when
ruby,
of
the
one.
least
at
nliall shoot himself: A and 11 bavin"
costliin
size and quality, outranks it
had a "ditliculty," A was the unlucky
ness. Hut none in the whole list equals
i.an, and retired for the purpos? of
it in hardness.
into the ne:;t
D.
"Diamond cut diamond" has become
1! and the second, both very rv.i h
a popular saying. The hardest steel moved by the tragedy of t'.ie situa. io:i.
ANP IÍREKPKU OF
cannot equal the diamond in that re- remained in listening atii'udes. At IMI'OIiTKU
spect. The diamond, says a recent and la.it the pistol shot was heard; they
N'RE ITALIAN BEES.
authoritative text book of cbvmiutry. shuddered with emotion and romorsc,
known."
"is the hardest form of matter
suddenly in rushed the supposed
Also a full line of Apijlut science progresses, and if nature when
man, triumphantly exclaiming:
ary Supplies of Leahy
lead
has set aside for her king of gems the "Missed!"
M'f'ii Co.. at their Prices.
distinction of unparalleled liardne:;:.
Amateur lice Hook for
A Nnpoleon Ancelote.
the art of man has not been equally
llt'Kliiiiers&V. Catalogue,
e
considerate. There are at least two
When Napoleon was a student at
products of chemical experiment which
Box 6, Safford, Ariz.
he happened to be asked by one
have proved, according to the great of the examiners the following quesFrench chemist, Henry Moissan, to be tion: "Supposing you were in an inas hard as diamonds.
vested town threatened with starvation,
These are produced from the rare how would you supply yourself with
H li'v.o rminllilr
Mo l U.h.lli KiWn.l. l tooion-oI.
I
irt.-d byit'ilft
metal titanium. Monsieur Moissnn has provisions?" "From the enemy," re- - nilKi.cuvf mr'ounm
kuttlo.
Buld by drUKKlPl'Uifl lrlnalvi II
II from onr
artillery;
of
succeeded in preparing titanium in the
Ifyi,ucn'i,r
sublieutenant
tho
li.l
JP-II to II priiprlrtw MÍ
electric furnace. In the pure form it i: ":n 1 lids answer so pleased the examin- - í!íl" nit
Hlllor, WbolU ltu,.l, U Oort.
OliMloi
M
M .N w Vrt.
harder than steel or quartz, and when
that they passed him without iur- (
Ony Holr ond WhliOm to ft brown
l or block In o tow biIdoioi II olUo.
combined with silicon or boron, so a:; to tnur (uostioning.
C."l
S
j
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CUTTING UP A STEER.
The Oaroass as

It Is Prepared for

the Market
ETerj Ounce of the Animal Ooea Out of
the Slaughter House a Commercial Commodity -- Profits
of the Dealer.

In a recent interview with a New
York wholesaler a representative of the
World learned the following facts regarding the treatment of a beef animal
in preparing it for the market:
"Such beef as I handle," said the
dealer, "will weigh 800 pounds, that is,
two sides will weigh 400 pounds each.
This is dressed beef, all of which is cut
up and sold. There is no waste. The
fut and bones arc sold. Such extras as
you see on the butchers' stalls, as
brains, tongues, liver, tripe, oxtails,
etc., do not come to us as dressed beef.
These are special lines, handled by special men.
"There is a steer," and the dealer
pointed through the glass door of a refrigerator as big as a small house, "that
weighed 800 pounds when laid on these
scales
I paid 0 cents a pound
for it. Don't believe these 11 and 12
cents stories, for they are not true. It
cost me $72 at the warehouse. I hauled
it here, must pay my men to cut it up
and deliver it and all that. What will
I g"et for what cost ine $72?
"The rump will weigh 40 pounds, for
which I will get 10 cents a pound, or
$4; the round, immediately below it,
will weigh 60 pounds, at 12i cents, or
$7.50; the sirloin, 80 pounds, at an average of 14 cents, for there are at least
three cuts of sirloin; it depends on the
butcher that makes $11.20; the porterhouse in a steer of 800 pounds will weigh
ÜU pounds, and 20 cents is the market
price, or $12.
"Next comes what we butchers call
the eye of the rib and what is known
on bills of fare as prime rib roast.
There will be 100 pounds of this at 15
cents, or $15. Next is the chuck, really
a line portion of the carcass, but a
sufferer through its name. There is 00
10
pounds of this, and it brings y
tents, or $9. Iinmedately adjoining it
is the neck, 30 pounds, much of which
is sold as chuck. The price is five cents,
or $1.50.
"Ilelow the neck comes the loose flesh
that is called in the slaughter houses
the 'hanging piece.' and in butiher
uhops the 'brisket.' It is good boiling
beef, but is much in demand for corning.
There are 50 pounds of it at 5i
cents a pound, or $2.75.
"The section marked 'ribs, plate and
navel' is the cheapest meat on the steer.
I I is for corning and soup meat particularly, will weigh 80 pounds, and sells
at i)4 cents, or $3.40. The shoulder
yioce, beneath which lies part of the
brisket, is sold with the shin, and is
;,vnerally called soup meat. It will
v. igh 55 pounds, and sells at i cents,
or $2.43.
" i he flanks weigh 85 pounds and are
fat. selling in their entirety at
ü:; c:i'.:, or
The hind legs yield
to-da-

to-da-
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pounds of meat at i)4 cents, or 81.58.
"I have now accounted for 715 pounds

of meat. The remaining 85 pounds is
fat and bones. At least 10 poundu of
hit is thrown in with orders, people
having learned to expect it, and
cents a pound for fat and 85 cents per
hundred for bones will yield $2.80 at the
outside.
"The total receipts from the steer
that cost me $72 will be $75.20, a profit
of only $3.20, or would be a profit if I
ran a business that entailed no expenses
whatever.
"I am not a slaughterer now, but I
know enough of the business to know
that the slaughterer loses nothing. A
steer goes into an abattoir on the hoof
and every ounce of him goes out a comd
mercial commodity. A
steer will net 800 pounds of beef. The
hide is sold to the tanners. A limited
number of tails go to dealers in ox tails
and special dealers buy the tongues,
and in Chicago go to the canners of
"lunch tongues." There is a limited
demand for brains. All livers find a
ready sale, and the lining of the paunch,
known as tripe, is growing in such
favor that it is all disposed of to dealers, who pickle it.
"From the pure fat is extracted the
highest quality of oleo oil. This i:;
generally exported to Holland, where
d
it enters into the makeup of the
Dutch butter that commands
fancy prices in England. From other
fats come the lower grades of oleo oil.
From selected bones is seaure.l bv
boiling gelatine, which is the basis of
all cheap jellies and marmalades.
Stearine, used as a base of chewing
gum and for many other purposes, is
the product left from the process of
pressing out oleo oil.
"All hoofs are boiled, and the valuable commodity 'known as neat's foot
oil is secured. The horns are sold to
manufacturers of combs and fancy
goods. The hoofs after boiling are
also used in the making of horn ornaments. Everything that is left, blood,
entrails, etc., is made into fertilising
material, not the least valuable commodity turned out of the abattoir. I have
no positive figures, but I believe that
the 400 pounds of 'offal,' the term used
as applying to everything except the
actual beef, will net the killer from 020
to $22. The wholesale slaughterer
does not get any the worst of it at any
stage of the game.
"Nominally, the retailer makci much
larger profits, but his expensen are
heavy. The trouble is that .owinj to a
foolish prejudice against certain cut3,
porterhouses, sirloins and prime rib3
are too high, while other cuts that in
the hands of skillful cooks would be
equally good are too low."
1,200-poun-

gilt-edge-

No Use fur Soap.
A soap dealer who should open an
agency in China would lose money. In

many parts of China the children wear
no clothes for many months in theyerr,
and the majority of the people never
wash. "Do you wash your child every
day?" a Chinese mother was asked.
"Wash him every day!" was the indi;
nant response; "he was never washec!
".in. '0. he was born!'
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Administrator' Notice
VOTICE IS IIEUEHY GIVEN THAT THE
1
undersigned has been utixltiUri administrator of tin- estate of ('liarles SchmldUntcly
deceased, and that all persons having claims
against said estate, and also all persons who
are Indebted to the same, are hereby required
to present the same to him on or before, the
expiration of one year from and after the
date of his appointment at the prolmte court
In and for Grant county New Mexico.
-

May 31.

II. T.

im

Administratrix' Notice,
VOTIOE IS 1IEIÍEIIY GIVEN THAT THE
undersigned has ltecn appointed administratrix of t he estate of ,1. I). Koss lately deceased, and that all persons having claims
against .said estate, and also all iiersons who
are indebted to thusanie. are hereby required
to present the same to her on or lieforo the,
expiration of one year from and after the
(late of her appointment at the prolmte court
In and for Grant county New Mexico.
Doha Koss.
11

June

1, 1H(5
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A CURE FOR IDIOCY.
of her army has the new K'.nn'il-'xriilo, and it will be two years before It Remullís to He Seen How Sucoeitful It
They Would litre Ueen Beheaded Under the other regiments are so equipped.
Will I?e.
Her revenues are none too great. Russh.
the Usual Custom.
A cure for idiocy is one of the latest
n
The stipulation in the treaty of peace needs her money for the great
achievements of surgical science, which
railway, and she ought no't to has taken so many giant strides of late
between China and Japan that the
Chinese who have been captured by blow it out of the mouths of big guns. years
that it may be almost termed one
the Japanese and others who sold sup- No doubt there is a tension in many of of the wonders oí the century. Experiis
plies to the Japanese troops in their the international relations, but that
ments were made on the skulls of two
march through Manchuria and Shant- always present, and diplomats are children, who had been idiotic from
ung shall not be punished by the growing more reasonable. It is proba- birth, and the latest accounts are that
Chinese authorities, was inspired by ble that what has been said of the char- they are not only surviving the shock
humane considerations. It is the cus- acter of Nicholas is in the main true; of the operation, but are giving prom
tom of China to behead such of her sol- and this should lead him to follow in
ise of a recovery of the mental faculdiers as fall into the hands of the ene- the footsteps of his illustrious father ties. It would be more correct to say,
my, and are afterward returned to their and make Russia still the dictator of says the Washington Star, that they

SOLDlfcRa

lü

u

Cú

trans-Siberia-

country. During several naval and
land engagements upward of five
thousand Chinese troops were captured
by Japanese, and it is to preserve their
lives that the foregoing provision was
inserted in the treaty. The same considerations influenced the other prevision relative to the purchase of supplies from Chinese subjects. The curious fact develops in this connection
that China has not a single prisoner of
war belonging to Japan.
The United Press dispatch, which
contained the exclusive announcement
that the indemnity of two hundred million taels will be paid in seven yearly
installments differs from official reports
previously received, which limited the
payment to five instead of seven installments. It is believed, however, that
the statement contained in the United
l'ress dispatch is correct. While no
definite information has been received
regarding the matter, it is understood
that the indemnity will take the form
of a bond issue on the part of China, the
bonds to be retired during a period of
seven years, and to bear interest at five
per cent, per annum. The presumption
is still very strong that the indemnity
will be paid in silver.
Until the beginning of the war between China and Japan each country
had a consular jurisdiction over its subjects in the other country. It would
now appear that Japan, will no longer
grant this privilege to China, although
stipulating for a continuance of this
right for herself. The explanation
given for this exception is tliitt J.ivan
is now a civilized country, with a code
of laws based on the highost principles of justice and equity, and that
she can be safely trusted, therefore, to
deal fairly with the Chinese iiubjoets
living within her border.-- ,. China, on
the o'jj'.cr hand, it is asserted, iu still a
barbarous country, and foreigner..; there
must receive the prote;'.io:i of their
own country since little, if any, will be
afforded to them by the local authorities.

NICHOLAS

II. IN

PEACE.

Interests Aro t Th'.n Time Alt
Opposed to Wiir
There is no safety in predicting any
turn in a game in which a youthful
monarch of Russia holds a strong hand,
but, though many rumors have been
running around about the new czar,
Mi.iholas II., there seems no probability
of his undertaking any inflammable
r ib, says Col. T. O. Dodge in the
llnrviiii has so much more to
F
f i.! i:i pe:i x than war. llarely a tbid
r.usHlii'n

peace.
No man will be rash enough to say
that war may not come. Every one of
the continents lias spots where an accidental outbreak, the blunder of an
overzealous servant, may work such a
hardship, actual or ideal, to some great
power as shall call for an excited demand for reparation. It is then that
cool heads, if not thick skins, are in
demand; and it is then that the
of journalists in search of
circulation or notoriety does most harm.
The human animal, according to his
kind, is the silliest of all animals, if we
measure him rightly. I know of no
other that is capable of sueli irrational
freaks, and it is on these that .peaji or
war hangs by a hair. Hut, to resume.
I do not believe, despite all the talk,
that there is in the present status of
the world a set of conditions which will
lead to early war.
ei'Jer-vescen-

The l.n Ue or Illoocl.

Every polar expedition and whaling
vessel which visits the Raffin bay region
puts in at Yaureke Hunk, so as to allow explorers and seamen to visit the
celebrated Lake of Wood. Of it the
author of "Jly Summer in the North"
says: "It is a lake of considerable ex
tent, tying only a few feet above tiie
level of the sea. and appears of u de:-Careful cxu::ii:i.-atiodark blood red.
proved, however, that the water
itself was ns pure and clear as possible;
the red effect being due to the fact that
the bottom and sides of the lake, a ;
well as the few stones whi.'h were rjat-tereabout in it, were coated most perfectly with the rea snow plant. l:i
some places, where the water had evaporated, the withered red plants on tlx
soil and rocks looked exactly like dried
spots of blood.
n

d

Nutur.i'g L glitnlii? Rod.

are gaining those faculties, for the
idiot from birth has no development
until the obstruction on the brain is removed. This is exactly the process in
the present trials. Holes are drilled in
the skull of the child, at the top of the
head where the "Fontanelle" or "soft
spot" is usually located. In the case
now under observation, these spots had
become hardened at birth, and thus
the expansion and development of the
brain had been arrested. The operation was, therefore, to make a new or
artificial fontanelle. Great care had to
he exercised, of course, to avoid injuring the brain, and there lay the main
difficulty of the operation. The scalp
is drawn anew over the apertures in
the skull thus made, and the little
brain is left to cure itself. The children thus operateil on are two years
old. It is, of course, a question just
when the patients should be subjected
to the experiment, and the age of two
years has been chosen as the starting
point. It has been considered probable that at this ago the child, if it
should recover its health and gain intelligence, will be scarcely behind other children of its own age a dozen
years later. I!y that time assisted nature would have caught up with itself,
os it were. There may be some quespeotion in the minds of
ple as to whether it is right for surgeons to experiment in this way upon
helpless children by performing operations that may cause death. Yet there
will probably be no general outcry
against such an effort. In some sense
g
death is preferable to
idioe'.
Few parents would be likely to object
to the experiment upon t'.ieir own unfortunate offspring if conducted with
the care which should attend all such
dangerous proceedings.
ultra-sensitiv- e

life-lon-

the Russian electrician of
Ills Way.
and I'ror. Ilischrt, governWe all know the story of that bright
ment forest inspector of the same city, boy who answered correctly when
have made some investigation con jer.i-innsked how many legs a fly has, but who
the liability to lightning stroke oT had been enabled to do it only by
s
certain species of trees. In the win-iner- catching an in ;eet an 1 counting. The
of lli'JII and 1S04, the two sjien'.i ;t. Philadelphia Record gives a parallel
mentioned spent l'J'J days in the great instance: A teacher recently told her
forests between Moscow and Rcincre.'.'. scholars to mark on
ulates the
and during that time found .W7 trees t!i;.l Roman numerals fromthir
one to twelve.
had recently been struck by lightning. In about three minutes one of
tin boy.i
Of the total number of marked trees held up his hand signifying
he had
that
302 were found to be white poplar (pop-uluaccomplished the work. "Why, Johnalba), this notwithstanding t!r.' ny," said the teacher, "how yon nm:,!
fact that that species is not any wry' have hurried! None of the other sjhol-nr- s
near as common as a half dozen or
are half done. Now tell me how
other varieties. On OovnrofT'u sr.-- ; you came to finish so quickly." "I copgestión the government reeommen
ied them from the clock on the wall up
that the peasants use it as a lightnh
there," replied Jimmy, with great glee.
conductor.
M. Oovaroff,

Moscow,

g

s

do.-,-e-
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ANCHETA,

terriOftlco corner Texas and
Spring Btroots.
SILVER CITY
NEW MEXIOO.
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ATTORNEY AT LAW,

Olllco In Broadway Hotel.
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L. PICKETT,

A
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ATTORNEY AT LAW,

SILVER CITY,
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N. M

II. IIAltLLEE,

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
SILVER CITY
JOHN

"

N. M.

M. GTNN.

Will

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
practice in all the Courts of the
Territory.

SILVER CITY.

-

-

Delegate to Congress
Thomas B. Catron,
W. T. Thornton,
Governor
Lorton Miller,
Secretary
Thomas Smith,
Chief Justice
in. u. collier,
11. B. Hamilton,
N, B. Laughlin,
Associates
I
G. 1). Bantz,
W. B. Walton, Clerk Third Judicial District
Charles F. Easley,
Surveyor General
Charles M. Shannon,
U. S. Collector
J. B. Hemmlngway,
U.S. District Attorney
Edward L. Hall,
II. 8. arshal
II. W. Loomis,
Deputy U.S. Marshal
IT. S. Coal Mine Inspector
J. W. Fleming,
J. II Walker, Santa Fo Register Land Olllco
Pedro Delgado, Santa Fe Kec'v'r Lund Olllco
John I). Bryan, LasCruces Reg'r Land Olllco
.1. P. Ascarate, Las Cruces, Rec'v'r L'd Olllco
Richard Young, Roswell
Reg'r Land Olllco
W. G. Cosgrove, Roswell,
Rec'v'r Laud olllco
W. W. Boyle, Clayton,
Reg'r Land Olllco
H. C. Plckels, Clayton,
Rec'v'r Land Olllco
1

FIELDER,

SILVER CITY

THE SUN.

FEDERAL,

tory.

.

1!), 1!!!)5.

OHIvlnl Directory.

CARDS.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
practice In all the courts of tlic

TAMES

JUNE

The

first of American Newspapers,

CITARLES A. DANA, Editor.

The American Constitution, tho American
Idea, tho American Spirit.

Theso first, last,

and all the time, forever.
Dally, by mail

?fl

a year

Dally and Sunday, by mall

$8

a

The Weekly

$1

a year

year

TKItlllTOHlAI,.

N. M.

J. P. Victory,
Solicitor General
J. H. Crist. Santa Fo,
District attorney
R. L. Young, Las Cruces.
"
"
Office at Bailey's drug Store. Rooms at T. N. Wilkerson, Alb'nue.
A.
"
H.
llarlleo,
Silver
City,
Dr. Bailey's residence.
II, M. Daugherty, Socorro,
"
"
SILVER CITY
is the greatest Sunday Newspaper
n. M A. A. Jones, Las Vegas,
"
"
"
"
John Franklin, Eddy,
Jose Segura,
in the world.
Librarian
SECRET SOCIETIES.
H. S. Clancy,
Clerk Supreme Court
T) A. M.
H.
E.
Rergmann.
Superintendent
Penitentiary
1U Silver City Chapter. No. 3, at Masonic
a
Adjutant General Price 6c. copy. By mail, $2 a year.
Hall. Recular convocations on 3d Wednes- Geo. W. Knaebel,
Treasurer
day evening of each month. All companions Samuel Eldodt.
Address THE SUN, New York.
Marcelino Garcia,
Auditor
invited to attend.
E. Costiuovu, H. P. Amado
Chavez,
Snpt. of Schools
Peuby B, Lady, Sec'y.
M.S. Hart,
Coal Oil Inspector
P.
A.M.
.', s.'i vor t!lty LolKfi. Nn- 8. Meets at Masonic Hall, over Sliver City Nnfl Bank, the
COURT OF PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS.
I hiirsday evening on or before the full moon
Joseph R. Reed, of Iowa, Chief Justice.
each month. All visiting brothers Invited to
Associate Justices Wilbur F. Stone, of Coattend.
c. Hknnett. W. M.
Pehky B. Lady, Sec'y.
lorado; Thomas 0. Fuller of North Carolina;
William M. Murray, of Tennessee; Henry C.
( E.S
Sluss. of Kansas.
.Silver City Chapter
No. 8, O. E. S. Meets
Matt G. Reynolds,
of Missouri, United
,
IU (
States Attorney.
Mus. Nem.y B. Lady, Sec'y.
COUNTY.
ÍKíL Cmrfon'o Cliolrln Da
T 0. O.P.
R. V. Newsham,
Probate Judge
1. Jas L. Rldgely Encampment No. 1, meets N. A. Bollen,
Treasurer
the 2d and 4th Wednesdays of each month. E. M.Young.
Probate Clerk
Baylor Shannon,
Isitlng patriarchs cordially Invited.
Sheriff
Collector
A. E. Atkins, C. P, A. B. Laird.
T. N. Guilders,
J. J. Kki,i,y, Scribe.
Assessor
G. R. Brown,
Surveyor
,
I O. O. F.
S. S. Brannln,
Commissioner
. Isaac Tiffany Lodge. No. 13.
A. J. Clark,
meets
Odd
Commissioner
at
precious time and
l e lows'
Pnrther waste
Bank building. Thursday
Thomas Foster
Commissioner money
vocuum treaton drugs,
enings. Momlersof the order cordlallv evInSchool Superintendent
I. T. Link,
ments, etc. They s;iYs will never cure
vited to attend.
p. i. Jones N (J
you.
probably tried
You have
Ciiahi.es U. Hum. Sec'y.
CITY
them and know.
Nature Is A
T O. O. F.
WAYS willing&V! and waiting to
Fleming.
Mayor cure you, and
1. Helen Lodge, No. 7. Reliekah Degree J. W.
man "ottering
W. Carter.
Treasurer from the following
Meetings second and fourth Friday nights In J.
is incurable:
Wm. F. IjortMiz,
Clerk Nominal WcnkneNN, KmiNsloiiN, Partial
each month, at hall of I. S. Tlirany Lodgo No.
Frank Wright,
Attorney or Total Impotence, llritlii Kxhautitlon,
1.1. Bank building.
M its. M . A .C n i i,d e i w, N . G .
C. L. Cantley,
Marshal I.ONNrN,
Miss Peahi, Dotson. Sec'y
Forgetfulnt'NN,
Iiicliserelion,
MeiileSNnesN, etc But natures own remop p.
BOARD OF EDUCATION.
edy must bo scientifically used. It is KI.KC
IV. Meets 2d nnd 4th Tuesday nights of each
TUH'ITY.and the greatest possible perfection
C. Bennett,
month, atOdd Fellow's Hall. Visiting Knights
Wm. Brahm,
for its application is attained in the
R. L. Powel.
Invited.
,t, v Whitf c
IleH, This
Nitnden
'
J. J. Sheridan, K. R & S
has been sold and given complete satisCOUNCIl.MEN.
faction for nearly thirty years, and we refer
sufferers to hundreds of cures in every State.
A
O. U. W.
M. K. White,
Jas. Glllett,
Throw
drugs to the dogs, and Join our army
JV. Meets on the 1st and 3d Tuesday of each
Martin Alaher
Geo. I). Jones.
of cures in blessing the greatest boon ever
month. Fellow workmen cordially Invited.
glvon weak men. This belt also cures;
C. L. Cantley, M. F,
FI11R DEPARTMENT.
E. M. Young, Roc.
L. A. Skelly
(',,,f
St. George lioblnson
Assistant Chief
Silver City Post Offlce.
0. C. Whltehill
Foreman,
II. Hose Co.
It.
qmco open dally except Sunday from 8 n.m Steve Uhle
Foreman, J. W. F. Hose Co
to 7 p. m.
W. F. Lorenz Foreman. Hook and LadderCo
Op(n Sundays from 9 to 0:40 a.m.. and ono
hour after arrival of railway mall.
TOPEKA
SANTA FE A pocket edition of
Money order department open dally except ATCHISON,
Randen's celeSundays from 8 a. m. to Hp. m.
RAILROAD TIME TABLE.
brated book
Mall closes for Fort Bayard, Central, HanIn
Effect
9.
June
1893.
over. Georgetown and all railroad points dai-
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PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
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Rheumatism, Lame Back,
Lumlago,Dyspepsia,Kidney
and Liver Complaints, and
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Mall closes for Mogollón and all Intermediate points at 8 a. in., Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays.
Mail closes for Pinos Altos dally except
Sundays at 4:15 p. m.
Mall arrives from the east, west and south
dally at n.m.
Mall arrives from Mogollón and Intermediate points at 7 a. m Wednesdays, Fridays
and Sundays.
Mall arrives from Pinos Altos dally except
u ndays it 11:30 a. m.
L. A. Skem.y, Postmasteh
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vlll be. sent free, sealed, upon application.
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